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 You are viewing this message because you have JavaScript disabled.LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. -- Almost two years after a
bad back sidelined Albert Pujols, the most significant change for the Angels this winter is the team's back. Derek Holland,
Brandon League and Joe Smith will return from surgeries to repair a fractured back that has hampered them the past two

seasons. It's not certain if they'll be the same pitchers that the Angels lost, but they will likely be better. Holland missed most of
2012 with a bulging disc that was eventually operated on in August. League missed nearly two months last season after having a
procedure to repair the fracture and Smith's recovery has been more mysterious. The right-hander has not pitched for the Angels

since his injury in May. "They all have significantly different procedures and different people involved," said Josh Paul, an
orthopedic spine surgeon at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn. "Those surgeries are part of the reason why we're doing the
surgeries this year, because we know we need to address this issue in a different way than we did two years ago." The Angels

will have major decisions to make on their pitching staff in the coming weeks. They are expected to use some of the $100
million they'll receive from a record-breaking TV deal to acquire at least one starter to replace Jered Weaver, but it's unclear if
they'll pursue another starter before the trade deadline. Holland, League and Smith will be added to a rotation that is already as
stocked as the team's bullpen. "We're going to be very careful in how we proceed," general manager Jerry Dipoto said. "We're
going to do our due diligence on each of the pitchers that we acquire to make sure that we've addressed the immediate issue of
where they are right now. We're not going to necessarily spend a lot of time on the stuff down the line, at least at this point."

Holland will return to the rotation after missing the entire 2012 season while recovering from the surgery. The 30-year-old right-
hander underwent a procedure in late August that inserted an artificial disc to replace part of his lower back. It was the first time
he had ever had surgery on his back and had never missed a start. He never expected he would have such an issue. "I feel great,"

Holland said. "It was not as easy of a process as I anticipated. It was something 82157476af
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